
Lecture-15  

STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAM 

HALT state: (THALT): 

            Whenever the HALT instruction is executed  enters in to 

the HALT state the op code for HALT is 76H. Assume that an op 

code fetch m/c cycle is initiated and the op code transferred to the 

instruction register during  state is 76H is the op code of HLT 

instruction during state , the  control unit decodes the instruction 

op code and sets a HALT f/f inside the 8085A upon exiting state , 

the  enters state  of the next m/c cycle, As indicated in the fig 

the HALT f/f is checked in state of the next m/c cycle if it is fount 

set instead of entering  state, the   enters in to the HALT state 

otherwise in  state thus five states are required to reach the 

HALT state. In the HALT state, the address and address/data buses 

along with  IO/   are placed in their high independence 

states (floated). 

         There are only three ways to exit from a HALT state. 

First; a low an  input of the 8085 resets the entire system 

and loads the program counter with all 0’s when  signal is 

active,   comes out of HALT state and  enters into RESET state 

and remains their as long as  is active. After reset, 8085A 

immediately start program execution from 00004. 

         The second way to get out of the HALT state is to make the 

HOLD signal input high. The processor then enters the HOLD input 

goes to again, the CPU returns to the HALT state. 



         The third method of coming out of a HALT state is when and 

interrupt signal is active. This method works only if information were 

enabled with an enable interrupt (E) instruction in the program before 

HALT instruction is executed. Whenever interrupt comes  leaves 

the HALT state and start executing the ISR. 

       

 

 

WAIT State TWAIT: 

According to faming specification for the 80854A, during a read 

operation (OFMC/MRMC/RMC). The device providing dater to the µΡ 

must have valid data on the dater bus within [(5/2) T-225] ns after the 

µΡ provides a valid address at its address pins. For T=320ns, the 

memory or input device must have an access time of 575ns or less. 

Sometimes µΡ is used with memories or I/O devices which 

have longer access time. In case of memories, the lower the cost, 



generally the longer the access time. To accommodate long access 

time, the longer the access time. To accommodate long access time, 

the 8085A has a state called the WALT state, Twait as shown in 

figure. 

 

 

When the µΡ generates an address in T state, external control 

logic monitoring then address can request that the microprocessor 

integral number of clock periods. The external control logic does this 

by making the READY input to the µΡ logic ‘O’ during state . MP 

in , state, after making  signal LOW, monitors READY signal 

input, If this input is find low, then microprocessor enters state Twain 



instead of , when the READY signal becomes logic ‘1’ the µΡ 

comes out of Twout state and enters into  state and  cycle 

continues wait states continues to be inserted as long as READY is 

low. 

The effect of entering a wait states is to hold all external signals 

from the µΡ in the same state they were on at the end of state . Is 

the content of address bus, data bus, and control bus are all hold 

constant. This stretches the duration of    address pulse, so 

devices with access time greaten than 575ns can be read. If N wait 

states are introduced into the  cycle, the required access time is 

[( T-225] ns. 

Fig shows a single WAIT state or transition in OFMC. Sampling 

of the READY line in state  and the transition into the WAIT state 

allow the µΡ to synchronize to memories or  devices with long 

access time. This of course, is associated with increased instruction 

cycle time and additional logic to control the READY input. 

External logic controlling the READY line can be designed so 

that name, a fixed number  or a variable number of WAIT states 

transitions occur during to that these wait states occurs only for 

specific  types of  cycles eg OFMC.  eg. A men stable can be 

triggered by 8085A   or    pulse, to make READY low each 

time the slower device is address the men stable can be enabled by 

the same signal that is sent to select the addressed device. This 

prevents a WAIT state to be introduced during each read or write 

operation. 



 

 



HOLD State THOLD: 

The µΡ enter in this state, if same external device wants direct 

memory access so that a stirs of data can be transferred at a fast 

rate.  The device requesting for DMA makes the HOLD signal input 

high. 

There are two possibilities-(i) the µΡ may be in the HALT state 

and then the HOLD signal input becomes high. In this situation, the 

µΡ first sits the HLDA F/F. (HOLD acknowledge F/F) & then enters 

the HOLD state (ii) the µΡ is executing same m/c cycle. While 

execution µΡ cheek the HOLD signal and unique points during an 

m/c cycle. 

Note: HOLD-signal is to processor is co synchronous is nature.  

The µΡ synchronize this request and at props time in a m/c cycle 

provides the HLDA signal by setting HLDA F/F- for the requesting 

device. The HOLD state is entered after an m/c cycle is completed. 

The HOLD signal is checked during    state after (READY 

input has been checked) and also during   state (provided if the 

concerned m/c cycle requires  & state, also). If the HOLD signal 

is found high HLDA F/. Is set and the processor enter the HOLD state 

after the current m/c cycle. 

Upon entering the HOLD state, the HLDA output signal from the 

µΡ is set high during this state, the address & the data buses at the 

  or   & IO/   control lines are float (tri-stated). Buy floating its 

address, data control buses, the µΡ effectively disconnects itself from 

the system from this point in, is up to the requesting device to provide 

addresses data & control signals to memory & I/O port to implement 

the data transfer is the requesting device their enables its tri-state 



buffers when DMA process is over it floats its address data, and 

control buses and then bring the HOLD signal input low. 

The µΡ exit the HOLD state and then continues its processor 

operation from the point at which it was suspended by the HOLD 

request. If reset, the HLDF F/F first of the HALT F/F is found to be It, 

if enters the HALT state else enters   state. 

 

 

 



 

Fig. State transaction diagram of 8085 A  

Fig shows the 8085A state transition diagram this is compact way of 

showing when during an instruction cycle the 8085A will enter a halt 



state, insert a wait state, res to HOLD input or respond to an interrupt 

input. 

 If is acceded, the 8085A state, in a rest state with 

the address bus floating when  is net is not asserted or the 

previous m/c cycle is finished, the CPU enters  of a new m/c cycle. 

If the previous instruction was a HLT state. The CPU goes. Directly to 

a halt state the three ways to exit the halt state are by a rest, a valid 

into and a HOLD request. Note that the hold exit is only temporary as 

soon as HOLD is not asserted, the CPU returns to the halt state. 

 If a halt state was not entered, then the CPU proceeds to  of 

the m/c cycle here it checks the READY input. If the READY line is 

not asserted (Low, the CPU inserts wait state, until READ goes high. 

 The hold input is checked at several point .if a hold request in 

present on it, the hold acknowledge F/F is set. However the CPU until 

not enter the hold after until the end of bus use for the m/c cycle. 

 Note that the does not check whether a valid intercept request 

is present until the end of the unidirectional cycle .this is necessarily 

so that the address if the next instruction can be pushed into the 

stack. 

 To summarize, a halt is entered during the T1, a wait state is 

entered after T2, a hold state is entered after a m/c cycle is 

completed, and an interrupt is responded to after an instruction cycles 

completed. 


